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Abstract
Visual representations based on circular shapes are frequently used in visualization applications. One example are circos
plots within bioinformatics, which bend graphs into a wheel of information with connective lines running through the center
like spokes. The results are aesthetically appealing and impressive visualizations that fit long data sequences into a small
quadratic space. However, the authors’ experiences are that when asked, a visualization researcher would generally advise
against making visualizations with radial layouts. Upon reviewing the literature we found that there is evidence that circular
layouts are preferable in some cases, but we found no clear evidence for what layout is preferable for matrices and connective
data in particular, which both are common data types in circos plots. In this work, we thus performed a user study to compare
circular and linear layouts. The tasks are inspired by genomics data, but our results generalize to many other application areas,
involving comparison and connective data. To build the prototype we utilized Gosling, a grammar for visualizing genomics
data. We contribute empirical evidence on the suitedness of linear versus circular layouts, adding to the specific and general
knowledge concerning perception of circular graphs. In addition, we contribute a case study evaluation of the grammar Gosling
as a rapid prototyping language, confirming its utility and providing guidance on suitable areas for future development.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): H.5.2 [Information interfaces and presentation]: User interfaces—
Evaluation/Methodology

CCS Concepts
• Human-centered computing → Empirical studies in visualization; Visual analytics; Visualization toolkits; • Applied com-
puting → Genomics;

1. Introduction

Circular graph layouts can be attractive for visualization designers.
Bending the main axis into a circular shape is convenient for fitting
long data sequences into a quadratic space. Genomics and bioin-
formatics data often consist of long sequences, which could be one
explanation why circular plots are common in these domains. The
high screen-space density is further articulated for connective data,
also common in genomics, which can be represented as connec-
tive lines inside the circle in a spoke-like manner. Other reasons
for choosing circular layouts could be that they are considered aes-
thetically appealing and innovative compared to a traditional lin-
ear alternative. However, visualization designs should primarily be
evaluated on how well they support the analysis task at hand. Cir-
cular layout are used for a multitude of datatypes, including ma-
trix data, which consists of rows and columns of scalar values, and
connective data, which consists of a sequence of positions and in-
terconnections between the positions. While comparisons between
circular and linear plots have been made for other settings, we have

not found such studies for connective data and matrix data, which
are two data types of particular relevance for genomics.

The main contribution of our presented work is an empirical
study on the suitability of circular and linear layouts for compar-
ative tasks with matrix and connective data. While the visualiza-
tion challenge initially comes from genomics applications, the re-
sults are expected to be informative for these data types also in
other settings. The tested visualization designs were developed in
the Gosling framework [LWLG22], and the results include a review
of our experiences from using Gosling for rapid prototyping.

2. Related work

The presented work is a foundational part of our visualization re-
search agenda in genomics. This domain is nicely mapped by the
survey and taxonomy definition provided by Nusrat et al. [NHG19].
Of particular relevance is their proposed genomics visualization
layout categories: linear, circular, space-filling, and spatial. Drilling
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down further, the arrangement within the plots can be categorized
as parallel, serial, or orthogonal.

A key resource for genomics visualization designers is the
Gosling visualization framework [LWLG22], which we have em-
ployed as our main prototyping tool. There are many examples
of proposed visualization solutions for specific genomics analy-
sis tasks (e.g., [vdBJvW∗23,LKD∗23,RFT∗13,FNM13,RZZ∗13]),
as well as explorations of the genomics visualization design space
[LG22, PLW∗22].

A tool of particular importance for our work is the plotting
tool Circos created by Krzywinski et al. [KSB∗09]. Circos is pop-
ular in genomics publications [GET∗13, HHA∗09, DSX∗23] but
also utilized in other domains such as transportation and migra-
tion [ZFAQ13, Sti17]. It primarily targets visualization of variation
in genomic structure and relationships between genomic intervals
and is presented as a tool for rapid deployment in data analysis and
reporting.

The suitability of circular and linear plots in genomics has been
discussed previously. The software GenoRec [PLW∗22] recom-
mends visualizations for genomics data using a rule-based rec-
ommendation scheme. The authors recommend both linear and
circular layouts for overview tasks searching for trends or pat-
terns. There are indications that circular plots do not work well for
tasks requiring zooming and panning. Moreover, for comparisons
of length and position, the authors conclude that circular layouts
are not useful citing Waldner et al. [WDG∗20]. However, the rele-
vance of the Waldner et al. study for genomics can be questioned,
as it targets temporal (and thus cyclical) data and primarily focuses
on rose charts, which is not what is typically used in genomics con-
texts. The circular layouts in genomics data are typically one or
more tracks arranged in parallel or serially, often with interconnec-
tions running through the circle’s center [NHG19], creating a chord
diagram.

Outside of genomics-specific work, circular visualizations
[DLR09] (also called radial) have attracted substantial research at-
tention. Radial charts are often used for temporal data, due to their
cyclical nature [WDG∗20, BCPR22, CDBM22, MM18, BLIC19,
BW14].

Some previous efforts have compared the two layouts, from dif-
ferent angles. One example is a comparison of smartwatch visual-
ization designs [BBB∗19] for regular bar charts, donut charts, and
radial bar charts, finding that the radial visualization performed the
worst. Performance of an area estimation task has been shown to be
similar for circles and rectangles [HB10]. Goldberg and Helfman
[GH11] evaluated linear versus radial bar, line, area, and scatter-
plots, outlining how scanning patterns differed and recommended
that not too many concentric rings be used in a radial graph due to
risk of confusion. Further details on these insights were made in the
genomics setting: when adding more tracks to a circular layout the
individual tracks become very small and if tracks are long part of
the circle ends up out of the viewport [LG22].

Dielh et al. [DBB10] evaluated the performance of radial and
linear layouts of matrix data for a number of tasks requiring nav-
igation and comparison of elements. The results indicated that it
is easier to remember positions in a radial coordinate system than

a cartesian one and that there are reading direction effects for the
cartesian layout. They also found that task completion times for
correct answers were significantly faster for the cartesian layout.

Our study complements the linear vs circular comparisons by
investigating previously unchartered territory. We provide empir-
ical evidence for the suitability of linear and circular layouts for
two data types, matrix data (multiple stacked tracks) and connec-
tive data.

The suitability of visualization designs is of course dependent on
the type of task at hand. In our experiments, the tasks were designed
to resemble future real-world situations in clinical genomics. The
taxonomy by Nusrat et al. [NHG19] concerns visualization tasks in
genomics. This is an extension and adaptation of the more generic
taxonomy of Brehmer et al. [BM13], where the motives from the
means and the goal are disentangled by dividing the tasks into why,
how, and what. Another relevant work is from Andrienko and An-
drienko [AA06] where tasks are categorized as elementary or syn-
optic, where the synoptic tasks relate to trends and tendencies of a
reference set while elementary tasks pertain only to one element.

In their work on visualizations for comparison, Gleicher et
al. [Gle18] state that the difficulty of a comparison task depends
on the number of items, item size and complexity, and the size
and complexity of the relationship between items. They outline
three strategies for comparison, which are scanning sequentially,
scanning subsets, and summarizing somehow. They further identify
that layout of the visualization can affect its effectiveness and iden-
tify this as an area for future research. L’Yi et al. [LJS21] recently
conducted a survey on comparative visualization arrangements and
suggested design principles for using juxtaposition, superposition,
and explicit encoding for visualizations aimed at comparative tasks.
Ondov et al. [OJEF19] compared different arrangements for data
analysis, finding they were not able to extract specific guidelines
per datatype, and called for more empirical studies on different
datasets and tasks. To conclude, both data and task type affect what
layout choices are appropriate, and layout in turn needs to be con-
sidered to ensure the effectiveness of the visualization.

3. Methods

In this section, we present the methods used within the study, start-
ing with our prototyping approach followed by the building blocks
of the user study.

3.1. Prototyping approach

We used the grammar for genomics data visualization Gosling to
create the data visualizations, starting from the Gosling for Re-
act example provided on the Gosling GitHub. In the prototyping
and system design processes the system developer kept a design di-
ary. The visualizations were designed to best isolate the effect from
having a circular or linear layout, rather than being designed for
optimal performance of the study tasks. For this reason, we opted
not to introduce interactive selection features such as brushing. The
visualization designs are introduced in connection with the task de-
scriptions below.

© 2024 The Authors.
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Figure 1: Introduction to the biological concepts of the study,
which each participant was presented with at the beginning of the
study. In addition, a text reading as follows: A specific base is re-
ferred to by its chromosome and the position it has on that chromo-
some. For example, Chr3:310478 refers to the 310478th base on
chromosome three. Humans have mostly the same bases in the same
positions but there are variations. When a base is different than the
reference genome, this is called a variant, or in layman’s terms, a
mutation. Variants are frequent in cancer and since a cancer sam-
ple has both tumor cells and healthy cells, only a percentage of the
sample will have a variation that is specific to the tumor cells.

3.2. User study overview

The empirical results were elicited through a user study with 22
participants. To achieve consistency, the study sessions were con-
ducted by the same session manager and the experiments used the
same monitor. Participants were guided through the study through
a web-based interface, built-in typescript with React, and a Python
backend for file serving.

A study session started with the participant being provided with
a brief introduction to the study and then a short introduction to the
basic biology knowledge needed to understand the context of the
tasks (see Figure 1). The participant was then introduced to one of
the two tasks, with some background for the task and a simple ex-
ample to illustrate the idea. Then the participant practiced the task
with one of the conditions, with the possibility to see the correct
answer for each case. The participants mostly discovered the in-
teractions, but, if asked, the session manager detailed which were
available. Next, the test was started where the participant worked
through 9 cases. Practice and test for the second condition then
ensued, followed by the same procedure for the second task. Task
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Figure 2: Datapoints and missing values from the study sessions.

Figure 3: Contamination of one sample by another. This figure was
used to introduce the contamination task, explaining how process-
ing multiple samples in parallel can lead to contamination events.

order and condition order were varied between participants to com-
pensate for learning and fatigue effects.

Participants were instructed to take approximately thirty seconds
to answer each task and to focus on their best estimation and gen-
eral impression rather than being exact, but this was not a hard limit
and they were allowed to take longer than thirty seconds. On a few
occasions, the study session manager had to prompt the participant
to make a choice and move on, after spending about 90-120 sec-
onds on a single case.

Some data points had to be excluded due to technical issues caus-
ing repetition of the same case for several participants, two partic-
ipants clicking past one case without realizing it, and the visual-
ization tracks losing alignment for one case and participant. Ad-
ditionally, participant 17 did not understand the task for the first
condition, why those data points were excluded. Figure 2 displays
the data points included in the analysis.

3.3. Task 1: Contamination detection

One of the experiment tasks simulated detection of contamina-
tion events, which is a quality control step in some genomics labs.

© 2024 The Authors.
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Figure 4: The genomic variants of one sample shown in a circular
and a linear layout. Genomic variants are indicated by the purple
bars, with opacity encoding for concentration.

As multiple samples are typically processed in parallel, spilling or
other mistakes can lead to one sample contaminating another (see
Figure 3). In the event of a contamination, the genomic variants
from the contaminating sample will also occur in the contaminated
sample, but at a lower concentration.

The variants of one sample can be visualized as a vector, as in
Figure 4, where each purple bar indicates the presence of a vari-
ant, encoding the concentration by opacity. By stacking the variant
vectors of all samples processed in parallel, it is possible to detect
similarities and thus contamination events. The corresponding visu-
alization designs for this task in the user study are shown in Figures
5 and 6. Users could pan and zoom using mouse interactions, and
display a tooltip on hover.

The task consisted of determining if there was a contamination
in the case and if so, to select the two samples involved. Thus,
the abstraction of the task is pattern matching between rows, more
specifically to find a row that where a fraction of another row’s val-
ues has been added. According to the task taxonomy by Andrienko
and Andrienko [AA06], the task is a comparison of the behavior of
the same attribute between reference sets, and in the taxonomy of
Nusrat et al. [NHG19] a Summarize task for multi-feature sets over
multiple loci.

For this study, the data set size was chosen to make the task to be
realistic and reasonably challenging: 30 samples and between 12
and 909 variants. The matrix was set to initially display all samples
and 200 variants. The data simulation employed a 50% probability
for a case to be contaminated, and the participants were informed
about this probability prior to the test. This statistic is not very re-
alistic but was selected to create a meaningful study task.

The data was simulated using numpy and pandas, see Figure 7.
To generate the samples, integers between 0 and 100 were sam-
pled from a uniform distribution, to create vectors of variants with
different concentrations. A mask was created by randomly draw-
ing positions to exclude from a uniform distribution for the number
of variants. Contamination events were simulated by mixing 0.7 of
the target sample with 0.3 of the contaminant and adding random
noise to the result. Finally, only variants that occurred in exactly
two samples were kept in the dataset. The choice of simulation pa-
rameters was derived through pilot studies aimed at a balanced dif-
ficulty, where the tasks would challenge participants but be possible
to solve.

3.4. Task 2: Interaction comparison

The second task was to determine for a specified chromosome
which (other) chromosome it had the most interactions with. Inter-
actions can represent a number of biological features. The example
provided to the study participants was that two regions are located
in close proximity when the DNA is unwound in the cell between
cell divisions.

In the visualization the chromosomes are spread along the main
axis, and each chromosome is represented by a color-coded seg-
ment whose length represents its size (see Figures 8 and 9). Interac-
tion between two positions was encoded with a blue arc connecting
the positions. On hover, the hovered connections were highlighted
and a tooltip showed which chromosomes they connected, and the
visualization supported panning and zooming. Since we wanted to
evaluate whether useful information could be extracted from the
graph rather than the exact answer, we accepted the top three most
interacting chromosomes, or more if there was a tie.

In terms of task abstraction, this constitutes a somewhat mod-
ified case of Andrienko and Andrienko’s [AA06] task type com-
parison between attribute behavior over a specified reference sub-
set (the specified chromosome) and attribute behaviors over other
reference subsets (the rest of the genome). In Nusrat et al.’s taxon-
omy [NHG19] this interaction assessment corresponds to a multi-
locus Compare task for a single feature set.

The data for this task is connective, meaning that each data point
consists of two within-chromosome positions that are connected.
In our data, each case had approximately 150-350 connections.
The data was generated according to the process outlined in Fig-
ure 10. Each chromosome was assigned a number of connections
from a normal distribution, and all negative values were capped to
zero. Then for each connection, the target chromosome was drawn
from a uniform distribution, as well as the origin and end positions
within the chromosomes. We tuned the distribution parameters for
the number of connections until the difficulty of the tasks would
challenge participants but still be possible to solve, as for task 1.
We ensured that all chromosomes asked about in the study task
were chromosomes with many connections.

3.5. Differences between layout conditions

Some framework limitations resulted in slight differences between
the two conditions. A vertical cursor line and row numbers were
shown only for the linear condition. The mouse-over effect on the
circular layout interactions visualization required holding down the
Alt-key. In the linear layout, when hovering just on the edge of the
interaction visualization, the mouse-over highlighted some random
connections.

For comparison fairness, we designed the sizes of the two lay-
outs so that they took up approximately the same amount of screen
space. This resulted in the contamination visualization being rather
wide for the linear layout.

3.6. Statistical analysis

No formal power analysis was performed, instead, the number of
participants was set to a number similar to other two-condition

© 2024 The Authors.
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Figure 5: Variants from multiple samples stacked in a circular layout. A contamination can be seen between two samples which for illustration
purposes here are denoted by the arrows.

Figure 6: Variants from multiple samples stacked in the linear layout. There is a contamination between samples 16 and 19 which for
illustration purposes here are denoted by the arrows.

© 2024 The Authors.
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For each sample a mask 

is generated

Samples are generated

Figure 7: The data generation process for the contamination detection task. Shades of purple represent variant concentration, with white
denoting full absence. Masks are in black (value 1) and white (value 0).

Figure 8: The linear layout for the connective data as visualized
in the user study. Chromosomes span the horizontal axis. The task
is to select one of three chromosomes that have the most interac-
tions with chr2. Correct answers are chr19, chr17, chr14, or chr13.
There are four answers due to a tie in the number of interactions.

studies and the number of repetitions was set to the maximum pos-
sible within the study time. We calculated the task completion time
for each case and participant. The two tasks were analyzed sepa-
rately and treated as independent datasets. Since we had multiple
repetitions for each condition we applied linear mixed effects mod-
els and then used informed maximal random-effect structures for
hypothesis testing using ANOVA. For each task, we fitted a linear
mixed effects model using random slopes per participant and ran-
dom intercept per case to model the effect the condition had on task
completion time. The analysis was done using R and lme4.

For the accuracy, we fitted a general linear mixed effects model
for the binomial distribution. For the contamination detection task,

Figure 9: The circular layout for the connective data as visualized
in the user study. Chromosomes span the outer rim.

we used random intercepts per case and random slopes per partic-
ipant. For the interactions task the above parameters generated a
singularity warning, leading to us excluding the intercept per case
to ensure stability of the model. Both settings yielded the same sig-
nificance level.

3.7. User study participants

Participants were recruited from one IT company and one univer-
sity division, with a majority working in software development
or visualization research. Though the tasks were inspired by ge-
nomics, the underlying tasks can be performed on data from other

© 2024 The Authors.
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Figure 10: Simulation of connection data. The number of connec-
tions is randomized from a normal distribution, and only positive
values are kept. For each connection, a target chromosome is drawn
from a uniform distribution, and then the positions within the ori-
gin chromosome and target chromosome are pulled from uniform
distributions. This is done for all chromosomes in the sample.

domains. By sampling a population that was not geneticists, we
strengthen the claim to generalization outside of genomics. We also
opted for non-geneticists since that allowed us to recruit more par-
ticipants to the study within a shorter time frame, strengthening the
statistical power of the results. Finally, participants’ unfamiliarity
with the subject allowed us to introduce the data and task with min-
imal previous knowledge of the domain influencing their mental
model, which might not have been the case for domain experts.

4. Results

In this section, we present quantitative and qualitative results from
the user study. We also report on using Gosling for rapid prototyp-
ing in general and for our case in particular.

4.1. Task performance comparison

The mean accuracy and task completion time are presented in Fig-
ure 11. It shows that the linear layout yields more accurate results
than the circular for the contamination detection task. For the inter-
action task, the circular yielded slightly more accurate results. As
for time, the two conditions are similar in completion time for both
tasks, but with the linear being slightly faster in both cases.

For the contamination detection task, the mean accuracy was
0.690 for the circular layout and 0.851 for the linear layout. The
difference was statistically significant (χ2(1) = 6.86, p < .05). For
the interactions task, the mean accuracy was 0.792 for the circular
layout and 0.764 for the linear layout, with no statistical signifi-
cance. The mean completion time for the contamination detection
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Figure 11: Mean task completion time and mean accuracy. There
is a clear difference in accuracy between the conditions for the con-
tamination detection task and a trend towards linear layouts result-
ing in shorter completion times.
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Figure 12: Point estimations and 95%-confidence intervals for the
difference between linear and circular layouts in accuracy and time
spent on each case. The contamination detection has a higher ac-
curacy value for linear representations, leading to a difference in
accuracy that is above zero. For the time spent on each task, both
point estimates indicate a slightly faster completion time for linear
layouts, but the results are inconclusive.

task was 45.7 seconds for the circular layout and 37.0 seconds for
the linear layout, with no statistical significance. For the interac-
tions task the mean completion time was 41.3 seconds for the cir-
cular layout and 34.5 seconds for the linear layout. The difference
was not statistically significant. The estimated difference in inter-
cept from a model including conditions and a model without condi-
tions are displayed in Figure 12. The 95% confidence intervals are
plotted along with the point estimates.

4.2. Task-related feedback and observations

The participants’ answers to the questionnaire filled out after the
study are presented in Figure 13. Note that participants’ experience
with visualization is self-reported, and we observed a skewness that
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I prefered using

My knowledge of visualization
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Figure 13: Answers to the post-study questionnaire. There are two missing datapoints in the second and third row respectively due to
responses missing. Alternatives selected by no participant are omitted from the color scale.

participants were unwilling to select a high score. Below we de-
scribe insights generated from answers to the questionnaire free
text questions and notes from the study sessions of observations
and participant comments.

Participants strongly preferred the linear layout to the circular
one for the contamination task. Reasons cited were difficulty fol-
lowing a row in the circular layout, difficulty following a column
in the circular layout, neck pain from twisting the head, and diffi-
culty comparing samples close to the center with samples far from
the center due to differences in size. Some participants also had
difficulties interacting with the circular layout through panning and
zooming.

Multiple participants questioned the appropriateness of making
this visualization circular. We observed different strategies for in-
teraction, including using no interaction, panning back and forth,
zooming in and out, or panning through the data and only look-
ing at one part of the graph. For many participants, we observed
difficulties in clicking the correct elements when selecting a con-
tamination event. For the linear layout, a majority of participants
appeared to scan the visualization from left to right, which was not
observed as many times or as clearly for the circular layout. Partici-
pants also reported they could not scan all rows from left to right in
one go, but needed to vertically subdivide the graph, making it more
difficult to spot contamination events between samples on rows far
apart. In addition to sequential scanning, a common strategy was to
identify suspect samples that had many variants with low opacity
or to look for clusters of variants to use as a starting point for match
searching.

For the interactions task, there was not such a clear preference
among participants. Some preferred one layout over the other, but
many also saw different strengths and weaknesses with the two.
There was a slight preference for the circular layout but generally
expressed with less emphasis than the contamination task prefer-
ences. The difficulty of finding the correct chromosome was men-
tioned by some participants, both due to not all being labeled and

due to the labels being upside down on the lower half of the circle.
Multiple participants mentioned using a strategy of trying to gauge
in which direction most connections were going and then looking
closer into that general area. Some participants thought it was eas-
ier in the circular layouts since directions were more varied, while
one expressed that the edge chromosomes in the linear layout were
easiest since there were fewer back-and-forth eye movements. Sev-
eral participants also stated that the circular layout was nicer to look
at, one calling it more “playful” with eye movements going not just
back and forth but in all directions.

Many participants relied heavily on the highlighting on hover
and the tooltip to make their decision. They moved the mouse back
and forth over the chromosome and tried to see where most con-
nections were by detecting “where it rained”, as one participant put
it. Several participants complained about heavy memory workload
for this task, trying to remember where one had seen most high-
lights and not being able to focus on the entire genome at once.
It was also difficult to make sure the mouse only hovered within
the specified chromosome, and bundles of connections sometimes
connected to the border between two chromosomes. For the lin-
ear layout, some participants thought that connections going to far
away chromosomes were easier to see than others, causing skewing
in their perception of the data.

Almost every participant described the tasks as very difficult, in
line with the intention of the study design to result in far from per-
fect accuracy. However, several participants expressed displeasure
with their own performance, indicated that they were not sure of
their answers, and expressed fatigue due to the heavy workload on
their working memory. When being shown their answers, most par-
ticipants were surprised to see they performed better than assumed,
and several expressed disbelief that anyone would be working with
the visualizations they were shown. We believe this indicates that
the tasks were just shy of being too difficult for participants to make
an honest effort to solve.
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4.3. System improvement feedback

Participants suggested improvements to our visualizations that
would simplify the task. Most commonly suggested was highlight-
ing clicked rows in the contamination detection visualization. This
was especially requested for the circular layout since it was diffi-
cult to follow the rows when bent. Similarly, the vertical cursor line
in the linear layout was requested for the circular as well, and grid
lines to help with navigation. Making sure you stayed on the same
row or in the same column was one of the most cited difficulties for
the contamination detection task with a circular layout, both due to
the bending of the rows and the area distortion along the columns
(radii).

For the interactions task the most common request was brushing
or filtering to highlight all connections originating from a specific
chromosome. Many participants also requested for the tooltip to
always show the two connected chromosomes with the closest one
first, to facilitate quick scanning.

Another theme for potential improvements was better solutions
to handle data sets extending outside the view. For the interac-
tions task, some users expected that when zooming in, connections
should remain visible even if one endpoint moved outside of the
view, which was not the case for the circular layout. The panning
interaction could also be improved since several participants strug-
gled with using it effectively. For both layouts during the contam-
ination detection task, some participants expressed disappointment
that the zooming only scaled along the rows and that zooming out
did not create a dense heatmap but rather resulted in very narrow
bars.

4.4. Rapid prototyping experiences using Gosling

In this work, we used the genomic grammar-based toolkit, Gosling,
as it provides a domain-specific rapid prototyping environment
needed to support the study. Our intention was to document the
experiences of using Gosling and thus a detailed diary, from the
developer’s perspective, was kept. In this section, we present a the-
matic analysis of the entries in this design diary. In this, our goal
was to define best practices for ourselves and for future users, as
well as provision of specific feedback for improvement of Gosling,
to create added value for the community of Gosling users. The re-
sults of the analysis described consist of both the derived themes as
such, potentially relevant for rapid visualization prototyping in gen-
eral, and feedback specifically regarding Gosling and the genomics
context. The four themes are time spent, comprehensiveness, us-
ability, and data handling.

Time spent: Rapid prototyping, by definition, requires that the
developer can accomplish their visions quickly. The design diary
entries reflect a rapid initial pace, decreasing as the prototype ma-
tured. Towards the end of the design process, entries in the diary
point out the spending of long time periods on making refinements,
attempting to add features, and doing debugging, perhaps indicat-
ing that the design reached the limits of the grammar’s specificity.

Comprehensiveness: The design diary showed that while pro-
totyping is not the same as developing a fully working solution,
the extensiveness and functions of the prototyping tool affect the

developer’s experience. Particularly towards the end of the design
process, some expected features were not supported yet, or only
supported for linear layouts. Difficulties making the system reac-
tive were mentioned in the design diary on multiple occasions and
it was difficult to infer from the documentation which features were
supported. In addition, the library is rather new and has not yet
gathered a community online with questions and answers in fo-
rums to provide guidance. On the other hand, a Gosling developer
engaged when we posted a question on the GitHub forum, a re-
sponsiveness particularly important in the absence of a larger com-
munity. To summarize, while a prototyping tool cannot be expected
to be entirely comprehensive, missing features and a limited set of
help resources do affect the experience of using it.

Usability: It was clear from the design diary that a well-crafted
prototyping grammar can be very effective, especially when exam-
ples are provided. It was possible to design using the grammar with-
out constantly referencing the documentation after a day of using
it. Overall, the grammar was intuitive, and by using the provided
examples as starting points, visualizations could be produced in a
short time.

Data: Handling of data was one of the most mentioned problems
at the beginning of the design diary. Firstly, loading a local dataset,
extra important for sensitive genomics data, required setting up a
local server. Handling of large data was also mentioned, although
Gosling provides a solution for this using HiGlass [KAL∗]. For-
matting the data correctly was challenging, but simultaneously en-
forced reasonable formatting. When the data was correctly format-
ted, the data reading worked well. The main unsolved problem
related to data transformation such as filtering. This is supported
within Gosling but only worked for some data fields. Moreover,
though covered in the taxonomy by Nusrat et al. [NHG19], region
abstraction was not supported. Thus, data curation and formatting
remain challenging for prototyping genomics visualizations.

5. Discussion

Our results show that performance for row-wise comparisons is
better for linear layouts than circular ones. While not a surprising
conclusion, our results broaden and strengthen the generalizability
of this claim, by showing it holds for comparison tasks in matrix
data. This is in addition to previous insights regarding small dis-
plays [BBB∗19] and radial bar, line, area, and scatter plots [GH11].
The importance of relying on empirical evidence is underlined by
the existence of earlier research findings in favor of circular layouts.
For example, it has been argued that it is easier to remember the
position for circular layouts [DBB10], which indicates that circu-
lar layouts might be better for comparison than linear layouts since
comparison requires remembering and matching patterns. Our re-
sults oppose this conclusion, thus adding nuance to the understand-
ing of the utility of circular layouts.

The contamination detection task involved comparing a rather
high number of large items (rows) to find a moderately complex re-
lationship. According to Gleicher et al. [Gle18] this comparison
task should be rather difficult, which is in line with the partici-
pants’ descriptions of the tasks. In addition, it was difficult to com-
pare all parts of all items at once, leading to sequential or subset
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scanning of the dataset. By finding one suspect sample and search-
ing for matches participants reduced the task to a series of two-
element comparisons, which yields other opportunities for visual-
ization [Gle18], for example, a difference log, sorting, or highlight-
ing of the selected sample as suggested by some participants. A
possibility is to order rows by clustering algorithms and apply the
guidelines by L’Yi et al. [LJS21] for comparative visualizations.

In genomics applications, it is common to stack many tracks
in a circos plot and add interconnections in the middle [GET∗13,
LKO∗13]. Our results indicate that stacking of tracks might make
it difficult to compare them, and we thus echo the advice by L’Yi
and Gehlenborg [LG22] to not add too many tracks to circular plots.
Navigation along a row was mentioned to be difficult in the circular
layout for the contamination detection task, in line with the findings
by Diehl et al. [DBB10] that remembering the row was challeng-
ing for circular layouts. While they found good performance for
remembering an angular position, our study participants expressed
that it was difficult to follow one column in the circular layout, in-
dicating that angular discrimination might be difficult for detailed
data. Navigation was mentioned also for the interactions task, con-
cerning finding the chromosome specified, which was perceived as
difficult, especially for the lower half. It appears that when navi-
gation is necessary, circular layouts perform worse, extending the
findings of Goldberg and Helfman [GH11] to two new graph types.

For the interactions task, our results indicate that the accuracy
was similar for linear and circular layouts. Though not statistically
significant, the task completion times were slightly longer for the
circular layout for both tasks. The number of participants in the
study permitted detection of larger differences in time per case and
accuracy but would be unable to detect smaller differences as can
be seen by the confidence intervals in Figure 12. Thus, there is a
weak indication that linear layouts should be used if speed is of
the essence. However, comments from participants that the circular
layout looked better, indicate an aesthetic value in circular layouts.
Participants described it as more playful, and allowing nicer eye
movements than the linear one. Since the accuracy does not seem
to be affected by the layout, selecting a circular layout is reasonable
for contexts where the aesthetics of the graph are important.

Our experience is that Gosling generally worked well for rapid
prototyping, and we expect it to become more useful as more fea-
tures are supported and as the community grows. One area that
we would suggest prioritizing is the circular layout, completing the
feature support, and improving the interaction design. We believe
the key characteristics making Gosling effective as a rapid proto-
typing tool were the intuitive grammar and availability of examples,
in combination with the ease of modifying layout and encodings,
hinting that these characteristics could be important to consider also
for other rapid prototyping tools.

We acknowledge that the participant sample imposes limitations
on the study. Any general effect on performance caused by the par-
ticipant’s backgrounds should be accounted for by the paired ex-
periments, however, there might be biases within this population
for or against the conditions. The visualization researchers in par-
ticular could have a negative view of the circular condition due to
popular opinion within the field. Though we took care to minimize
the background information needed to complete the tasks, it is pos-

sible that exposure to a new field and datatype caused fatigue or
confusion about the task. The time restriction limits the relevance
of the results to more superficial review scenarios. Our effort to
ensure generalization outside of genomics naturally results in less
specific claims within genomics, and we acknowledge the possi-
bility that a sample from a population of geneticists could yield a
different result. However, the study is aimed at the perception of
these types of visualizations, and therefore our opinion is that the
findings likely generalize to geneticists too.

The limitations of the Gosling framework also impacted the
study. Adding a cursor line to the circular layout as requested by
participants, might have improved performance, however, we be-
lieve the cursor in the linear layout did not affect the performance
much. The difficulties interacting with the circular layout also high-
light the challenge of designing intuitive and well-working solu-
tions for circular graphs. We decided to use Gosling as the limita-
tions were deemed not to invalidate the experiments, and due to the
strong benefits of building on existing visualization knowledge rep-
resented by the framework. Moreover, starting from existing soft-
ware is practicing responsible use of research resources.

A suggestion for future work is to investigate a combination
of matrix and connective data. Circos plots with multiple stacked
tracks and connections within are not uncommon. It could be inter-
esting to evaluate how completion time and accuracy are affected
by linear versus circular layouts in that case. Other design alterna-
tives to evaluate include adding external connections to the circular
layouts, in comparison to two-sided connections in the linear case.
Another evaluation could be to investigate the performance of a
more interactive tool with all the features suggested by participants.

Finally, within this study, we briefly touched on the possibility
of displaying genomics data without having genomic position on
any of the axes. Our contamination visualization with variant IDs
on one axis independent of their genomic position, was a first step
in this direction, and we believe there are interesting visualization
opportunities to be found there.

6. Conclusions

We performed a user study comparing linear and circular layouts
for two comparative tasks inspired by genomics. For matrix data,
we found the linear layout to lead to higher accuracy, while there
was no difference for interconnection data. For both datatypes,
the results weakly indicate that linear layout resulted in shorter
task completion times. We contribute a strengthened and expanded
understanding of when linear layouts are preferable over circular
ones. In addition, we contribute an evaluation of the Gosling gram-
mar as a tool for rapid prototyping.
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